
FRESH SPINACH & RICOTTA   |  2/3LB
102CT/CS  |  Medium Square Rav. 2.75" x 2.25"  |  #5946
90CT/CS  |  Large Round Ravioli 3"  |  #7846

KALE & MOZZARELLA   |  2/3LB           |  #9631          
102CT/CS  |  Medium Square Ravioli 2.75" x 2.25" NORTH ATLANTIC LOBSTER  |  2/2.5LB  |  #70074

75CT/CS  |  Large Round Ravioli 3"

LOBSTER SQUID INK  |  2/2.5LB  |  #16525
85CT/CS  |  Medium Square Ravioli 2.75" x 2.25"

Creamy Ricotta & fresh spinach are slowly stirred into an aromatic
pot of golden caramelized onions, Parmesan, Romano cheese &
spices filled into square egg pasta.

Creamy Ricotta & fresh spinach are slowly stirred into an
aromatic pot of golden caramelized onions, Parmesan, Romano
cheese & spices filled into square egg pasta. *Gluten Free

FILLED PASTA
FIVE CHEESE   |  2/3LB  |  #18035
102CT/CS  |  Medium Square Ravioli 2.75" x 2.25"

FOREST MUSHROOM   |  2/3LB  |  #70060
90CT/CS  |  Large Round Ravioli 3"

PORTOBELLO MUSHROOM   |  2/3LB  |  #70068
90CT/CS  |  Large Round Ravioli 3"

BUTTERNUT SQUASH   |  2/3LB  |  #70102
90CT/CS  |  Large Round Ravioli 3"

BRAISED SHORT RIBS   |  2/3LB  |  #70063
90CT/CS  |  Large Round Ravioli 3"

An authentic traditional Italian recipe: egg pasta pocket
generously filled with creamy Ricotta, imported Edamer &
Fontina, freshly grated Parmesan & Romano cheese. 

Wild mushroom mix braised in herbed sweet Madeira wine
reduction, creamy Mozzarella, Ricotta, & Parmesan cheese.
A rich earthy flavor wrapped in egg pasta.

Chunky portobello mushroom veloute slowly braised in
herbed sweet Madeira wine reduction and creamy
Mozzarella, Ricotta & Parmesan cheese.

Roasted fresh butternut squash, creamy Ricotta, freshly
grated Parmesan & Romano cheese, with a hint of
sweetness from almond Amaretti cookies & honey, all
wrapped in pumpkin pasta.

Premium short ribs slowly braised in splendid Chianti wine
reduction with fine herbs, spices, vegetable mirepoix,
freshly grated Parmesan cheese; wrapped in egg pasta.

Succulent, chunky & fresh North Atlantic Lobster claws &
knuckle meat slowly simmered in a bisque of  fennel &
leeks. All wrapped in thin egg pasta with a touch of citrus.

Lobster meat, surimi & creamy Ricotta slowly simmered in
a vegetable mirepoix with tarragon & parsley wrapped in
an all black squid ink pasta.

FRESH-FROZEN ARTISANAL PASTAS



EGG FETTUCCINE   |  4/2.25LB  |  #70049
96/1.5oz nests/CS 
This flat & thick pasta from the Tuscany & Roman region is
well suited for heavy sauces such as Alfredo & Amatriciana.

EGG PAPPARDELLE   |  4/2.25LB  |  #70055
48/3oz nests/CS 

LASAGNA SHEETS   |  10LB 
5" x 19.5" EGG  |  #70052
5" x 19.5" SPINACH  |  #70124
5" x 19.5" EGG THIN  |  #70072
10" x 19.5" EGG DOUBLE, THIN  |  #70073
Raw pasta sheets made with premium durum flour
from the North Plains & fresh cage-free eggs.

TROFIE GENOVESI   |  3/3LB          |  #70247

Crafted with gourmet mashed potato, bakery flour &
whole eggs, these delicate & fluffy Italian dumplings
are fun to pop into your mouth. Perfect bite size!

GNOCCHI

RICOTTA & SPINACH   |  2/3LB  |  #70136
336CT/CS

LONG CUTS & LASAGNA
EGG LINGUINE   |  4/2.25LB  |  #1826
96/1.5oz nests/CS 

ORECCHIETTE   |  3/3LB          |  #70128

Translated as "small tongues," this cut was first seen in the
Italian coastal region of Liguria along with a Pesto sauce. 

A tradition of the Apulia region, these "little ears" are
crafted with the traditional Baresina method by adding
a rough edge to each piece. *Vegan

Originated in the Liguria region, trofie is a fun-shaped
pasta best served with a pesto sauce Genovese style.
*Vegan

EGG TAGLIOLINI   |  4/2.25LB  |  #70121
96/1.5oz nests/CS 
Along the coastal Italian regions of Emilia Romagna, Abruzzo
& Molise where it was first seen, this wide linguine cut is well
suited for heavy sauce. 

This flat, broad, long ribbons trace its origin back to the
Tuscany region. They are traditionally accompanied by very
hearty sauces based on boar, duck, or hare. 

SQUID INK LINGUINE   |  4/2.25LB  |  #70053
96/1.5oz nests/CS 
A sophisticated blackened version of this "small tongue" pasta
is best suited for seafood & fish-based sauces. 

SHORT CUTS

The pride of Pasta Mia with spinach! Creamy & rich
locally fresh Ricotta & Romano cheese, fresh spinach,
with ultrafine premium wheat flour folded in for the
most incredible bite of creaminess with spinach.

EGG SPAGHETTI   |  4/2.25LB  |  #70077
72/2oz nests/CS 
Typical of the Abruzzo region, this spaghetti cut  is well suited
for very hearty sauces.

POTATO   |  2/3LB  |  #70056
 540CT/CS

800-300-2737    WWPRODUCE.COM

VEGAN GLUTEN FREE

TROFIE GENOVESI   |  3/3LB   |  #1835
From the Latin word Penna, meaning feather or “pen,”
these hollow tube pastas hold sauce very well.

40 years in the making, Pasta Mia has grown from a neighborhood small shop to today’s
state-of-the-art facility, family-run and proudly serving fresh-frozen pasta of an unsurpassed
quality and taste. From traditional pasta cuts true to their regional heritage, to family-recipes

made from scratch and braised in small batches in house daily, every offering tastes
homemade, authentic, and superbly fresh. From our kitchen to yours, Diego and his Pasta

Mia family invite you to taste our crafted culinary innovations! 


